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Abstract: In this study, steric height variability in the East Asian Seas (EAS) has been analyzed by using ocean

reanalysis intercomparison project (ORA-IP) data. Results show that there are significant correlations between ocean

reanalysis and satellite data except the phase of annual cycle and interannual signals of the Yellow Sea. Reanalysis

ensemble derived from 15-different assimilation systems depicts higher correlation (0.706) than objective analysis ensemble

(0.296) in the EAS. This correlation coefficient is also much higher than that of the global ocean (0.441). For the long-

term variability of the thermosteric sea level during 1993-2010, a significant warming trend is found in the East/Japan

Sea, while cooling trend is shown around the Kuroshio extension area. For the halosteric sea level, a dominant freshening

trend is found in the EAS. However, below 300 m depth around this area, the signal-to-noise ratio of the linear trend is

generally less than one, which is related to the low density of observation data.
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Introduction

According to the assessment report version 5 (AR5)

of the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change

(IPCC), one of the major harmful factors to the

human society is the sea level rise associated with the

global warming. Annual mean sea level rise on a

global scale is estimated as 1.7±2 mm/year for 1901-

2010 and 3.2±4 mm/year for 1993-2010 (IPCC, 2014).

However, large uncertainties remain for the regional

scale sea level budget (Chang et al., 2010; Chang,

2012).

Sea level rise in the East Asian Seas (hereafter

EAS) is very vulnerable to climate change by

monsoons, El Nino, and other major climate signals

(Pacific Decadal Oscillation (PDO), Arctic Oscillation

(AO), and so on) (Lee et al., 2012; Chang and Shin,

2014). Therefore, it is very important to continuously

investigate sea level rise associated with oceanic

variability. While sea level change may have different

causes, regional sea level rise is generally dominated

by the steric component (Fukumori and Wang, 2013).

Steric height is calculated by the density change

associated with water temperature and salinity change.

If we consider temperature (salinity) contribution only,

it is called as thermosteric (halosteric) height (Tabata

et al., 1986; Levitus et al., 2005).

Objective analyzed (OA) and reanalysis (REA) data

have been used to investigate the global or regional

mean steric height change because oceanic observing

system is very rare in the global ocean for the long

time. OA data are interpolated products with in situ

observations usually blended with climatology, or a

persistence background fields (Ishii et al., 2006;

Chang, 2012; Levitus et al., 2012). They are relatively

simple and computationally less expensive, but they

do not guarantee any dynamic process of the ocean

and strongly depend on the correlation function during

the interpolation process. OA data can also be

unrealistically close to the climatology fields especially

in the data sparse regions. An alternative method is

the oceanic reanalysis based on the data assimilation

model. However, REA data also have chronic limitation

due to inaccurate numerical models associated with

sensitive initial/boundary conditions, imperfect assimilation
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methods, and the nonlinearity of nature. Therefore,

continuous efforts need to be necessary for the

intercomparison of various OA and REA data.

Recently, many attempts have been devoted to the

assessment of OA and REA data, which have now

reached some degree of maturity (Lee et al., 2009).

With the same purpose, Ocean Reanalysis Intercomparison

Project (ORA-IP) was successfully coordinated (Chang,

2015; Balmaseda et al., 2015). Important 8 different

oceanic variables (steric height, heat content, sea

surface height, surface heat flux, mixed layer depth,

salinity change, 20
o
C isothermal depth, sea ice

content) have already been validated. However, very

limited numbers of studies for the evaluation of OA

or REA data around the EAS have been published

(Chang, 2012; Seo et al., 2015; Han et al., 2016; Sim

et al., 2018; Lee et al., 2018).

Storoto et al. (2017) published a comprehensive

evaluation of the steric sea level variability from

ORA-IP data in the global ocean. They initially

generated ensemble means of 16 REA and 4 OA, and

compared them with a satellite-derived (altimetry

minus gravimetry) steric height for a short period

(2003-2010). Extended periods (1993-2010) were also

analyzed for the interannual trends of global steric sea

level. In this study, we intentionally follow their

configuration by selecting same analysis method and

periods expect for the study area, EAS. We expect

that this consistent configuration with previous study

leads to an effective comparison between global and

regional characteristics of ORA-IP products.

This study is organized as follows. Section 2

describes the data and methods used in this study, and

results are followed in section 3. A comparison against

reference steric sea level estimated from satellite data

for a short period (2003-2010) is present. Another

intercomparison is extended to the 1993-2010 period

for analyzing long-term steric change. Finally, the

main summary and conclusion are given in the last

section 4.

Data and Methods

Ocean reanalysis intercomparison project

ORA-IP was suggested and agreed at the Climate

and Ocean Variability, Predictability, and Change

(CLIVAR)/Global Synthesis and Observations Panel

(GSOP) meeting held at Woods Hole Oceanographic

Institution (WHOI) in 2012, and European Centre for

Medium-Range Weather Forecasts (ECMWF) in 2013.

There are two different working groups of the ORA-

IP. One is the data producing group and the other is

the data processing group. Total 26 different products

have participated this project. Six of them are

objective analysis data, and twenty of them are

assimilation data.

Table 1 is the summarized information about product

name, model information (base model, resolution, and

assimilation method), and product institute for each

ORA-IP data used in this study. It includes not only

assimilation model data, but also OA data. Fifteen of

them are REA including four coupled data assimilation

systems (CFSR by NOAA/NCEP, ECDA by NOAA/

GFDL, GEOS5 by NASA/GMAO, and MOVEC by

MRI/JMA).

Validation data

For the validation, this study used two satellite

datasets representing total and mass component of sea

level. The total sea level roughly equals to the

summation of the sea level change by the density and

mass. Each sea level component can be observed by

different observation platforms (Cazenave and Llovel.,

2010; Chang et al., 2010; Church et al., 2011; Chang,

2014). If we have two satellite platforms providing

total and mass component of sea level, we can simply

estimate satellite-based steric component by subtracting

mass component from total component of sea level.

This satellite-based steric data can be used to evaluate

steric height based on temperature and salinity data of

ORA-IP products. Therefore, this study used two
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satellite data (Archiving, Validation and Interpretation

of Satellite Oceanographic data (AVISO) is for the

total sea level, and Gravity Recovery and Climate

Experiment (GRACE) Tellus is for the mass sea level).

For the total sea level, satellite altimeter gridded

data from the Jason-1 measurements distributed by

AVISO have been used, that is the monthly mean

delayed time version on 1/4
o
 by 1/4

o
 grid point. We

converted them to 1
o
 by 1

o
 in the EAS from 2003 to

2010 for the comparison with ORA-IP data. For the

mass component of sea level, we used monthly mean

RL04 version on 1
o
 by 1

o
 gridded GRACE data

provided by Center for Space Research, University of

Texas (CSR) and GeoForschungsZentrum, the German

Research Centre for Geosciences (GFZ). GRACE is a

twin satellite system and it is used to make gravitational

field measurement by estimating the changes in the

distance between the twin satellites. However, it is

known that mass variation in the ocean measured by

the GRACE satellite is vulnerable to leakage of land

hydrologic signals and their magnitudes are larger than

the real ocean signals (Chambers, 2006; Chang et al.,

2010; Leuliette and Willis, 2011). The GRACE Tellus

used in this study made an effort to remove the

hydrologic signals, but possible land contamination of

oceanic signals may remain especially on the reginal

scale. In this study, we do not address steric sea level

uncertainties from the gravimetric data errors, as it is

beyond the scope of this work. Two different datasets

have been averaged in the EAS for 2003-2010. By

subtracting gridded GRACE data from AVISO data

(hereafter ALT-GRV), we can obtain satellite-based

steric component for the validation of ORA-IP.

Methods

Steric sea level component (ηs) approximately

consists of thermosteric (ηt) and halosteric (ηh) sea

level components:

where the ρ is the ocean density that is the function

ηs ηt ηh+≅
ρ T S,( )
ρ0

----------------dz
H–

0

∫–
ρ T S,( )
ρ0

----------------dz
H–

0

∫–=

Table 1. Data information used in this study (The symbol * indicates that the computational grid has a resolution refinement in

the Equatorial region. See Appendix for the full names of acronyms.)

Product name Base model Horizontal Resolution Producing institute Assimilation method

ARMOR-3D OA data 1/3
o
×1/3

o
CLS No

CORA OA data 1/3
o
×1/3

o
Ifremer No

EN3 OA data 1
o
×1

o
UK MetOffice No

IK09 OA data 1
o
×1

o
JAMSTEC No

GLORYS2 NEMO3.1 1/4
o
×1/4

o
MERCATOR Kalman Filter

C-GLORS NEMO3.2 1/2
o
×1/2

o
CMCC 3D var

GLOSEA5 NEMO3.2 1/4
o
×1/4

o
UK Met Office 3D var

UR025.4 NEMO3.2 1/4
o
×1/4

o
Univ. Reading Optimal Interpolation

ECCO-NRT MITgcm 1
o
×1

o
JPL/NASA Kalman Filter

ECCOV4 MITgcm 1
o
×1

o
MIT/AER/JPL 4D var

GECCO2 MITgcm 1
o
×1

o*
Univ. Hamburg 4D var

PEODAS MOM 2 2
o
×1

o
* BoM/CAWCR Ensemble Kalman Filter

GODAS MOM3 1
o
×1

o
NOAA/NCEP 3D var

ESTOC (K7OC) MOM3 1
o
×1

o
JAMSTEC 4D var

CFSR MOM4 coupled 1/2
o
×1/2

o
* NOAA/NCEP 3D var

ECDA MOM4 coupled 1
o
×1

o
* NOAA/GFDL Ensemble Kalman Filter

GEOS5 MOM4 coupled 1/2
o
×1/2

o
NASA/GMAO Ensemble Optimal Interpolation

MOVEC MRI.COM2 coupled 1
o
×1

o
* MRI/JMA 3D var

MOVEG2 MRI.COM3 1
o
×1/2

o
* MRI/JMA 3D var
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of temperature (T) and salinity (S). Over-bar denotes

the time-averaged climatology value, ρ0 is the reference

density, and H is the ocean depth, respectively.

Thermosteric is the derived sea level based on

observed (or assimilated) T and climatological S, and

halosteric is the derived sea level based on observed

(or assimilated) S and climatological T. This study

calculates both thermosteric and halosteric trends from

surface to 300, 700, 1500, 3000 m, and bottom depth,

respectively.

In this study, we selected total 19 products of ORA-

IP data covering same periods from 1993-2010. This

study defines the EAS from 24
o
N to 52

o
N, and 115

o
E

to 143
o
E, which is consistent to the regional World

Ocean Atlas (WOA) area provided by National

Oceanographic Data Center (NODC). We gathered

gridded temperature and salinity profiles from global

ORA-IP and converted them to a regional version for

the EAS by regridding process based on 1
o
 by 1

o

WOA grid. Finally, we estimated the monthly mean

steric, thermosteric, and halosteric sea level in the

EAS for 1993-2010. We also calculated ensemble mean

of OA (REA) that is denoted as OAENS (REAENS).

The strategy used in this work consist of two

separate phases of steric sea level intercomparison,

which span different periods: a first validation period

(2003-2010) and extended comparison period (1993-

2010), which is followed by Storto et al. (2017). For

the first validation period, we estimated temporal and

spatial correlation coefficients with satellite data and

Fig. 1. Seasonal cycle (2003-2010 mean) as a function of latitude for the (a) total sea level observed by satellite altimetry, (b)

mass component derived by GRACE satellite, and (c) steric sea level denoted as ALT-GRV. ALT-GRV is derived by subtracting

the mass component of sea level from the total sea level. Units are cm.
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checked the annual and interannual phase and amplitude.

For 1993-2010 period, long-term trends of all product

and their ensemble means (OAENS, and REAENS)

are presented together with signal-to-noise ratio (SNR)

indicating the uncertainty of regression result. SNR is

defined as the ratio between ensemble mean and the

ensemble spread (standard deviation) for the linear

trend.

Results

Validation period (2003-2010)

In this section, steric sea level anomalies obtained

from ORA-IP averaged over the EAS are compared to

satellite derived sea level for the 2003-2010. Seasonal

cycle of each sea level component as a function of

latitude is represented in Fig. 1. Top panel is the total

sea level by AVISO satellite. Middle is the mass

component by GRACE and the bottom indicates the

steric component by ALT-GRV. Total sea level shows

a strong seasonal change with maximum in September

and minimum in March. Steric sea level is very similar

to total sea level, but there is a little modification of

phase and amplitude by the mass component. Mass

sea level shows the maximum in September due to

freshwater discharge in this area, but the amplitude is

relatively small compared to that of total sea level.

Tayler diagram shown in Fig. 2 represents mismatch

between satellite and ORA-IP products. Black dot

with black line denotes satellite-based steric height

(ALT-GRV). The maximum peak appears around

October as shown in Fig. 1(c), while most ORA-IP

products have maximum peaks around September

which is consistent with the maximum period of total

sea level as shown in Fig. 1(a). It is most likely that

the modification effect by the mass component was

not fully considered in the most reanalysis data. It is

worth to investigate which one is correct representing

the real annual cycle of the EAS in the following

studies because it has been known that there are many

uncertainties for the mass component especially around

coastal areas (Chambers, 2006; Chang et al., 2010;

Leuliette and Willis, 2011).

Time series of steric sea level around the EAS for

the period of 2003 to 2010 are depicted in Fig. 3. All

data have been smoothed by 6-months moving average

after eliminating strong annual cycle in this area,

which contained dominant interannual signals. Contrary

to expectation that this area would be affected by

global warming, most products except for GLOSEA5

and K7OC show no significant increase trends during

the period of 2003-2010, which reflects the importance

of regional climatology study. We will present detailed

intercomparison results about linear trends of each

product for the longer extended period (1993-2010) in

the following chapter. Around 2008-2009, a noticeable

decline signals are found in the most products.

Unfortunately, this period is not directly related to the

major climate signals such as strong ENSO, PDO, and

AO. Further investigations would require to determine

possible causes explaining decreasing trend of the

most reanalysis products in this area during this period

(2003-2010). In addition, we cannot find specific

correspondence (small spreads) between similar products

grouped by the same base model or assimilation method,

Fig. 2. Amplitude and phase of annual mean of steric

height around the East Asian Seas. Radius represents ampli-

tude (mm) and the angle (month) with respect to the x-axis

indicates the phase (corresponding to the maximum reached

in the annual cycle). 
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e. g., OA group (ARMOR, CORA, EN3, IK09),

coupled data assimilation group (CFSR, ECDA,

GEOS5, MOVEC), and so on. MOM group (PEDAS,

GODA, K7OC) shows the largest spread pattern, and

it is related to model bias, resolution, and the

difference of initialization period among each model

(Palmer et el., 2017). The temporal correlation of each

product with the satellite is also shown on the regional

and global scale and detailed analysis is provided in

Fig. 4.

Figure 4 shows the same result as Fig. 3, but different

display for the correlation coefficient of each product

both in regional and global analysis results. Blue bar

denotes correlation coefficient averaged only for the

EAS and sky-blue bar is the global mean result denoted

as GLO in Fig. 4 and Figs. 6-8. The interesting fact

is that the correlation coefficient of REAENS is

estimated to be about 0.706, which is higher than that

of OAENS (0.296). The correlation coefficient of

REAENS in the EAS is also much higher than that of

the global mean (0.441). This comparison clearly

shows the importance of the REAENS especially in

this area. Unfortunately, there is no significant difference

among different assimilation methods. For example, no

improvement is found in the coupled data assimilation

products such as CFSR, ECDA, GEOS5, and MOVEC.

Point-by-point spatial correlation map between ensemble

means (REAENS and OAENS) and the satellite

observation has been calculated in Fig. 5. Difference

between the correlation coefficient of REAENS and

OAENS are also compared. Left panels of Fig. 5

show full signal including strong annual cycle and

right panels indicate the interannual time scale only

after eliminating the seasonal cycle. Most regions

show significant high correlations with satellite except

for the interannual variation of the Yellow Sea, which

is related to the low density of observation data. Due

to the intense level of fishing and trawling in the

Fig. 3. Time series of steric sea level with the interannual time scale only around East Asian Seas for the period of 2003-2010.

The correlation coefficients with the satellite derived dataset are also shown. The numbers in parenthesis are the correlation coef-

ficients on a global scale.
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shallow Yellow Sea, there are very little temperature

and salinity observed profiles including Argo for the

data assimilation and OA in the Yellow Sea (Lie and

Cho, 2016). Most areas of the difference map have

positive values indicating that steric height from the

REA products (mean correlation coefficient of full

signal: 0.834, interannual signal: 0.667) are better than

OA products (mean correlation coefficient of full

signal: 0.747, interannual signal: 0.469) especially

around northern East/Japan sea and Kuroshio areas of

the EAS. This result suggests that reanalysis ensemble

could be an important index parameter in the analysis

of interannual variability of the steric height in the

EAS.

Extended intercomparison period (1993-2010)

Long-term linear trends of total steric sea level (Fig.

6), thermosteric component (Fig. 7), and the halosteric

height (Fig. 8) have been compared for the period of

1993 to 2010, respectively. Blue bars denote the

regional mean trend in the EAS and sky-blue is the

global mean trend published by Storto et al. (2018).

Most data show increasing sea level trends for 1993-

2010. There is a significant contribution of thermosteric

in the global ocean, while there is a significant

contribution of halosteric in the EAS. This result

reflects the importance of regional ocean climatology

study indicating that significant warming is not

uniform for the global ocean. However, the spread of

the ensemble means (both OA and REA) of the EAS

is much larger than that of the global ocean.

Another objective of the intercomparison is the

quantification of the spatial pattern on the thermal and

haline sea level contributions to the total steric sea

level in the EAS. Therefore, this study estimates the

spatial linear trend from the ensemble mean of all

products for the steric, thermosteric, and halosteric sea

level, respectively (Fig. 9). There is positive (warming)

thermosteric linear trend in the East/Japan sea, while

the negative (cooling) trend in the Kuroshio extension

area (Fig. 9(b)). The total steric level and thermosteric

sea level look similar especially in the central East/

Japan sea, i.e., the sea level trend around this area is

generally controlled by the temperature change, while

Fig. 4. Comparison of correlation coefficients between steric sea level as shown in Fig. 3 and satellite (ALT-GRV) in the East

Asian Seas (EAS, dark blue) and global ocean (GLO, skyblue).
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other areas reveal that total steric can be modified by

the haline effect. It is well known that thermosteric

change is strongly correlated with the heat content

changes in the upper ocean (Palmer et el., 2017). Na

et al. (2012) analyzed heat content variability by using

different datasets from this study, World Ocean Database

(WOD) and Simple Ocean Data Assimilation (SODA)

data. They showed a steady increasing trend in the

upper ocean (0-300 m depth) of East/Japan sea that is

consistent with our results. Possible physical relationship

between heat content variability and surface circulation

pattern including Tsushima warm current has been

suggested in their study. Yoon et al. (2016) also

quantified the spatial distribution of heat content

variability in the upper ocean (0-500 m) of East/Japan

sea. However, research areas of most studies are

limited in the East/Japan sea and analyzed periods are

difference each other. For the Yellow and south coast

of Korea including Korea Strait, as previously

mentioned, there have been very little studies because

observations are insufficient and water depth is not

deep enough to calculate subsurface heat content.

Fig. 5. Left panel shows the correlation map of the (top) REAENS and (middle) OAENS with the satellite (ALT-GRV), and

(bottom) their difference between REAENS and OAENS. Right panel shows the same information except for interannual time

scale only after seasonal signal removed. 
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Fig. 6. Comparison of linear trend for steric sea level between the East Asian Seas (EAS, dark blue) and global (GLO, sky-

blue). Black error bars correspond to the spread (standard deviation) of the linear trends from the OAENS and REANES in the

EAS and global oceans, respectively. Units are mm/year.

Fig. 7. The same as Fig. 6. except for thermosteric sea level.
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Fig. 8. The same as Fig. 6. except for halosteric sea level.

Fig. 9. Map of linear trend ensemble mean (including all the products) for (a) steric, (b) thermosteric and (c) halosteric sea level

from the surface to bottom during 1993-2010. Units are mm/year and contour lines denote signal-to-noise ratio.
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Therefore, it is hard to directly compare the previous

results with this result covering total areas in the EAS

for 1993-2010.

Positive halosteric linear trend is depicted in the

most area of the EAS, which represents general

freshening event during the period of 1993-2010 (Fig.

9(c)). However, SNR is less than one indicating that

ensemble spread of each product is greater than their

mean signal. Therefore, we cannot determine that this

trend is a statistically significant. Storto et al. (2017)

Fig. 10. Map of linear trend ensemble mean (including all the products) for steric sea level in the (a) 0-300 m, (b) 300-700 m,

(c) 700-1500 m, (d) 1500-3000 m, (e) 3000 m to bottom level during 1993-2010. Units are mm/year and contour lines denote

signal-to-noise ratio.

Fig. 11. The same as Fig. 10 except for the thermosteric sea level. 
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already reported that halosteric trends are non-significant

(SNR<1) almost everywhere. They investigated the

percentage of the global ocean area with significant

trend as a function of the starting and ending year for

the trend computation. For the halosteric component,

only a small portion (below 7% of the global ocean)

show significant halosteric trends except for the last 5-

year trend (2006-2010). In order to explain the major

reason about low SNR, they suggested a close relationship

between SNR and the number of observations, questioning

the reliability of the halosteric trend estimates especially

before the full deployment of the Argo floats. This

study provides a consistent result that only central

East/Japan sea and several Kuroshio extension areas

where high density Argo salinity profiles can be

obtained show significant linear trends among reanalysis

products.

In order to check the contributions of temperature

and salinity variability of each vertical levels to total

steric height change, we estimate the linear trends of

steric, thermosteric, and halosteric sea level in

different depth levels as shown in Figs. 10-12. In the

upper oceans (0-300 m depth), most oceans show

significant increasing linear trends (SNR>1) except for

the halosteric in the East/Japan Sea (Fig. 12(a)).

Around 300-700 m, we find overall decreasing steric

trend less than 2 mm/year in the Kuroshio meandering

area except for the southern coast of Japan and most

of East/Japan Sea. Especially for the southern coast of

Japan around 32
o
N, 136

o
E, robust warming trend more

than 2 mm/year is found from most reanalysis data

(SNR>1) as shown in Figs. 10-11(b). In addition, the

steric sea level trend is similar that of thermosteric

trend, which shows a predominant role of the thermosteric

sea level, however we cannot determine this signal is

significant because of low SNR below 700 m depth

(Figs. 10-11(c~e)). As for the halosteric trend, upper

700 m and below 3000m, increase (freshening) trend

is shown (Fig. 12(a, b, d)). For the middle depth layer

between 700 to 3000 m, increase (freshening) trend is

depicted in the East/Japan sea, and decrease (salting)

trend is in the Kuroshio area, but they are all

insignificant. Distribution of the halosteric sea level

around 1500 m has not been shown because of

relative very sparse salinity data distribution, which is

closely associated with the low SNR in this area.

Fig. 12. The same as Fig. 11 except for the halosteric sea level. Distribution around 1500 m has not been shown because of

relative sparse salinity data.
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Summary and Perspective

Ocean reanalysis intercomparison project was

successfully initiated and important different oceanic

variables including steric sea level have been

validated. However, most analyzed results have been

limited to the global scale assessments. In this study,

steric sea level variability around the EAS has been

analyzed by using total 19 different ORA-IP data.

This study found significant correlations between

steric sea level from ORA-IP and satellite data (ALT-

GRV) except for the phase of annual cycle and

interannual signals of the Yellow Sea. Correlation

coefficient of REAENS is calculated as 0.706, which

is much higher than that of either OAENS (0.296) and

global ocean (0.441) that was published from the

previous study (Storto et al., 2017). This new estimation

implies that reanalysis ensemble could be an important

index parameter in the analysis of interannual variability

of the steric height in the EAS.

However, SNR is less than one for the most linear

trends in the EAS except for thermosteric sea level

upper 300 m depth. General warming (cooling) trends

are found in the East/Japan Sea (Kuroshio extension

area) for 1993-2010, but these tendencies are different

with depth levels. Significant freshening trends are

found in the EAS for 1993-2010, and it is also

different with depth levels. We expect that detailed

physical mechanisms about the steric sea level

variability based on the results of this study will be

examined in the following studies.
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Appendix. Acronyms and their full names shown in Table 1

Acronyms Full name

ARMOR-3D 3-Dimensional temperature and salinity profile produced by CLS

BoM/CAWCR Bureau of Meteorology/Collaboration for Australian Weather and Climate Research

CFSR Climate Forecast System Reanalysis

C-GLORS CMCC Global Ocean Reanalysis and Simulation

CLS Collecte Localisation Satellites

CMCC
Centro Euro-Mediterranean sui Cambiamenti Climatici (Euro-Mediterranean Center on climate change, 

integrated, multi-disciplinary and frontier)

CORA COriolis dataset for Re-Analysis

ECCO-NRT Estimating the Circulation and Climate of the Ocean Near Real Time

ECCOV4 Estimating the Circulation and Climate of the Ocean version 4

ECDA Ensemble Coupled Data Assimilation

EN3 Ensemble version 3

ESTOC (K7OC) Estimated state of ocean for climate research (also known as K7 consortium)

GECCO2 German ECCO version 2

GEOS5 Goddard Earth Observing System model version 5

GFDL Geophysical Fluid Dynamics Laboratory

GLORYS2 Global Ocean reanalysis and Simulation version 2

GLOSEA5 Met Office Global Seasonal Forecasting System version 5

GODAS Global Ocean Data Assimilation System

IK09 Ishii and Kimoto version 2009

JAMSTEC Japan Agency for Marine-Earth Science and Technology

JMA Japan Meteorological Agency

JPL/NASA Jet Propulsion Laboratory/National Aeronautics and Space Administration

MERCATOR French Operational Oceanography Center

MIT/AER/JPL Massachusetts Institute of Technology/Aeroastro/JPL

MOM Modular Ocean Model

MOVEC Multivariate Ocean three-dimensional Variational Estimation Coupled version

MOVEG2 Multivariate Ocean three-dimensional Variational Estimation Global version 2

MRI Meteorological Research Institute

MRI.COM2 Meteorological Research Institute Community Ocean Model version 2

NASA/GMAO NASA/Global Modeling and Assimilation Office

NCEP National Centers for Environmental Prediction

NEMO Nucleus for European Modeling of the Ocean

NOAA National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration 

PEODAS POAMA (The Predictive Ocean Atmosphere Model for Australia) Ensemble Ocean Data Assimilation System

UR025.4 University of Reading ocean reanalysis (0.25
o

 resolution)


